
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
intercompany accountant. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for intercompany accountant

Prepare timely and accurately all intercompany invoices to/from respective
country-based PMI legal entities serviced by PMI SCE
Check and explain account balances, outstanding items and confirm all
posted and ready for payment open items
Prepare and initiate payment run for all intercompany transactions in
accordance with the intercompany netting procedure
Support Manager to coordinate and organize the daily work of the team
including incorporating new tasks in the team
Active communication and issue resolution with customers in order to
optimize their satisfaction with service provided
Day-to-day operations in assigned area
Participate in projects, support the implementation of findings and
sustainability of achievements
Support Manager directly through team leadership and coordination,
including proposing improvement of processes and working methods to
Manager
Provide detailed feedback to Manager to support Score process for team
members
Internal Project Support related to Internal Work and Engagement Practices
◦Create, maintain and close PD’s NW, NWA’s ◦Support time reporting and
concur allocation error
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Experience in system/process improvement an advantage
Understanding of the systems, processes and controls involved in recording
transactions in the an ERP accounting system, the interrelationships that exist
Degree with 1 year of Accounting experience
Ability to exercise judgement and apply job skills, company policies and
procedures in resolving repetitive problems and work on tasks that are
moderately complex in nature under close supervision
Experience in accounting systems such as SAP would be a plus
Prepares and posts in SAP all journal entries associated with inter/intra
company accounts during month-end Close


